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Dear Editor,

We are submitting our revised manuscript MS: 771967325665628 « Gender differences in Greek centenarians. A cross-sectional nation-wide study, examining multiple socio-demographic and personality factors and health locus of control”. Point-by-point responses are presented below.

Sincerely,

Tigani Xanthi

(Corresponding author)

Point-by-point Answers

Major Revisions

“...Authors’ contributions: Please indicate all authors have read and approved the final manuscript.

Answer

The exact sentence has been added to the author’s contribution section.

Minor revisions

“..Structure: Change introduction to background. Change methods and materials to methods.”

Answer

Both changes are made.
“…Highlighting/tracking: Please remove from the manuscript.”

Answer

It has been removed from the manuscript.

“…Tables: Please remove vertical lines.”

Answer

Vertical lines have been removed.

“..Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.”

Answer

No changes needed.